Entity Management
Technology-enabled global corporate compliance
Entity Management, available on the myInsight platform, is a web-enabled application that supports the corporate compliance and legal entity management process. It
offers due date and task tracking, automated project management, and document generation. The tool supports a wide range of activities, including approval of annual
accounts, (re)appointment of directors or auditors, change of registered office, and other compliance-driven corporate work.

Key features
Compatibility with both in-house or fully/partially
outsourced corporate secretarial functions
Interactive dashboard enables central oversight
and visibility, allowing quick status checking
Centrally-managed corporate database

Entity Management can help:
Improve quality and control of data, through built-in
quality checks

Streamline project timelines, and align resources

Organization charts

Automated document and report generation
History tracking, facilitated by the single
data repository
Global calendar with automated due date tracking,
task and project management capabilities
Document library for corporate documentation,
with extensive search functionality and intuitive
user interface

Manage risk, by reducing manual intervention

Entity Management
helps manage
complexity and risk,
giving better control
of data and insight
into the corporate
compliance process

Why Deloitte Legal?

Why now?

Who can benefit?

Contact

•• Innovative technology to provide
oversight and control, as well as
increased visibility and efficiency

•• Maintaining timely global compliance is
a challenge, where regulatory change
is common and penalties for noncompliance can be severe

Multinationals or national multi-entity
companies seeking to:

Regular Deloitte Legal contact
or
Christoph Michiels
Partner, Laga
Dir: +32 2 800 71 38
Mob: +32477868971
cmichiels@laga.be

•• The tool is built on Deloitte Legal’s
specialist knowledge and experience—
delivering complex, centrally-managed
corporate compliance services
•• Skilled and experienced Deloitte Legal
lawyers with legal presence in 83
countries, work together with the right
functional and geographical teams to
guide you through your project in a
coordinated way around the world
•• Multidisciplinary approach combines
cross-functional knowledge in legal, tax,
consulting, accounting and financial
advisory to deliver integrated services
to clients and the best advice possible
•• Established methodologies, suite of
value-add services (finance, tax and
legal synergies) and global coordination.
We are able to deliver our services
to a consistent standard and in a
streamlined and cost-effective manner

•• Legal departments must achieve more
with less. The tool increases efficiency,
improves control, and increases the
quality of the corporate compliance
process
•• Company directors are tasked with the
onerous responsibility to ensure their
companies remain fully compliant with
statutory obligations

• Accelerate and streamline corporate
secretarial work
• Streamline project timelines, and
align resources
• Reduce costs
• Mitigate risk, by eliminating manual
intervention
• Improve quality and control of data,
through built-in quality checks
• Comply with laws and regulations

•• Automation of the corporate compliance
process may lead to better management
of risk, mitigation of directors’ liability
and increased efficiency, and may offer
potential opportunities to pro-actively
manage overall corporate housekeeping
•• Compliance often involves time
consuming administrative burdens
which can often be distracting
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